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The purpose of this study was (1) to understanding and explaining procession nuptials of custom of jawa, (2) knowing the understanding of Java tribe society concerning symbols and meaning which there are in procession network nuptials of Java custom, (3) knowing role of procession nuptials of Java custom in maintaining identity, (4) knowing role of continuation of nuptials of Java custom harmoniously between ethnic at society. Method in research the used descriptive qualitative. This research by society in Bandar Jaya Barat, Kecamatan Terbanggi Besar Kabupaten Lampung Tengah that concerned in management of procession nuptials of Java custom in location, with seven informan of one who is taken with snowball technique (snowball sampling). Data in this research is collected with circumstantial interview and documentation. Technique analyse data in this research through three phase that is data discount, presentation of data and withdrawal of conclusion.

Result of this research indicate that: 1) nuptials of executed Java custom in Bandar Jaya Barat is varying. This matter because of several things, among others economic storey an society. Difference of confidence of guide of procession event also become one of the factor vary procession it nuptials of Java custom, because have accustomed guided procession with such procession network and believed by correctness by each, hence happened a few difference in procession. Varying of it procession nuptials of Java custom in Kelurahan Bandar Jaya Barat do not too taking as problem by Java tribe society in Bandar Jaya Barat. Both the procession both of the same assumed by procession nuptials of Custom Java. 2) Tribe Java society in Bandar Jaya Barat less is comprehending [of] symbols and meaning in procession nuptials of Java custom. Only certain society which comprehend symbols and meaning. There are difference of [is understanding of symbols and meaning in procession network nuptials of Java custom in Bandar Jaya Barat. Each informan obtain get knowledge from source of which can be justified. Giving of procession network meaning nuptials of this different Java custom have the target is same, that is for kindliness, so that all pemaknaan above nothing that wrong. 3) role of nuptials procession in maintaining Java tribe identity in Bandar Jaya Barat as medium introduce the nuptials custom at other tribe society. Other tribe society will know like what procession nuptials of Java custom, the procession directly lable have with Java culture and will not
confess by other state as its culture. 4) Continuation of procession nuptials of Java custom in Bandar Jaya Barat owning role in creating harmonious relation between is ethnic. The role is mirror at execution of procession nuptials of Java custom requiring others aid and interaction that happened between invitation guest invitation without reference to tribe which later;then this matter will grow to feel togetherness, familiarity, eliminating prejudices which can trigger conflict and tighten association as Indonesian nation humanity, as according to Indonesia state password that is Bhineka Tunggal Ika.
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